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Origin of the large recoverable electrostrain in relaxor ferroelectrics
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We investigate the mechanisms responsible for the distinct characteristics of certain relaxor ferro-
electrics, which display pinched polarization hysteresis loops and recoverable electrostrains, in contrast to
the rectangular-like polarization hysteresis loops and irrecoverable butterfly-shaped electrostrains observed
in typical ferroelectrics. Despite the large number of experimental reports on these materials, the origin of
their recoverable electrostrains has remained elusive until now. Using a phase-field model, we study a doped
ferroelectric system, considering both local electric fields and local phase-transition temperature variations
induced by the local compositional heterogeneity. The directions of local electric fields are randomly distributed
along one of the four directions of the spontaneous polarizations in the system. The resulting phase diagram
reveals the existence of both normal ferroelectrics and relaxor ferroelectrics, with pinched polarization hysteresis
loops and recoverable electrostrains appearing only in the latter. Our simulations shed light on the crucial role
of strong local electric fields along spontaneous polarization directions caused by point defects in facilitating
nucleation of domains with polarization along the same direction. This, in turn, explains the recoverability of the
polarization and electrostrain in certain relaxors, as these local fields can help restore the initial domain-structure,
polarization, and strain. These findings provide new insights into the origin of recoverable electrostrains in
relaxors, which could have implications for the design of relaxors with large recoverable electrostrains.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The naturally occurring multidomain state of polarization
in ferroelectric materials could transform to a single-domain
state upon applying a large external electric field, generating
a large electrostrain because of the strong coupling between
polarization and strain in ferroelectrics [1]. Upon removing
the electric field, however, the metastable single-domain state
would not spontaneously return to the initial multidomain
state [2] because of barriers associated with domain nucle-
ation and domain wall motion (i.e., domain switching). This
make the electrostrain of normal ferroelectrics irrecoverable,
characterized by a typical butterfly-shaped electrostrain curve,
which greatly limits the practical application of ferroelectrics
on devices such as actuators.

Only in some uncommon cases could large recoverable
electrostrain occur, such as in aged acceptor-doped ferro-
electrics [3], ferroelectrics (with a first-order ferroelectric
phase transition) above TC [4,5], antiferroelectrics [6], and
some relaxor ferroelectrics [7–11]. But the recoverability of
the electrostrain is not stable upon de-aging (e.g., by heat-
ing or field cycling) in aged acceptor-doped ferroelectrics.
It is only maintained in a limited temperature range in fer-
roelectrics above TC, and it relies on a high actuation field
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in antiferroelectrics. On the other hand, the large recover-
able electrostrains appearing in relaxor ferroelectrics do not
require pre-aging or a large actuation field, and they could
be maintained in a relatively broad temperature range. These
features make relaxor ferroelectrics promising materials for
actuators. Nevertheless, the origin of the large recoverable
electrostrain in relaxor ferroelectrics remains unclear despite
the large number of experimental studies reported in the lit-
erature. Initially it was proposed that the recoverability of
polarization and electrostrain appearing in relaxors is due
to the antiferroelectric-ferroelectric transitions, but such con-
jecture was later discarded because there is no evidence of
antiferroelectric phases in these systems [7,10]. It is now gen-
erally believed that the presence of a nonpolar phase at zero
field is responsible for the appearance of the large recoverable
electrostrain in relaxors [12]. However, such a theory cannot
explain why recoverable electrostrains only appear in some re-
laxor systems such as Bi0.5Na0.5TiO3-BaTiO3-K0.5Na0.5NbO3

relaxors [7] and La-doped Pb(Zr0.65Ti0.35)O3 relaxors [11],
but not in others like BaZrxTi1−xO3 relaxors [13] and La-
doped Pb(Zr0.4Ti0.6)O3 relaxors [14].

Relaxor ferroelectrics are normally induced by doping a
sufficiently large amount of point defects into normal ferro-
electrics [15–17]. The random distribution of point defects
would lead to local compositional heterogeneity, which could
result in two effects, i.e., variation of local phase transi-
tion temperature (LPTT effect) and variation of local electric
fields (LEF effect) [18–20]. The LPTT effect occurs because
the phase transition temperature is a sensitive function of
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composition, and the LEF effect arises because of the local
electric field caused by the size/charge difference between
the dopants and host ions. It has been found by computer
simulations that both LPTT and LEF effects are responsible
for many of the unique characteristics experimentally found
in relaxors, such as the formation of nanodomains, the ap-
pearance of three characteristic temperatures (TB, T ∗, and
Tf ), and the frequency dispersion of dielectric permittivity
[16,21–23]. However, these simulations have failed to predict
the pinched hysteresis loop and the corresponding recoverable
electrostrain of relaxors under no mechanical loading reported
in the experiments. Thus, it is still unclear why recoverable
electrostrains could appear in some relaxors and whether they
are also related to these two effects.

In this work, we study systematically the hysteresis loops
and electrostrains of a doped ferroelectric system by using
phase-field simulations that consider both the LPTT and LEF
effects associated with point defects. Different from previous
models where the local electric fields are randomly distributed
in all directions [16,21,23], our model assumes a random
distribution of the local electric fields only in the directions
of spontaneous polarizations in the ferroelectric system. This
is because in real ferroelectric systems, the local electric fields
resulting from the point defects do not align in all directions
but only along certain specific directions (e.g., the sponta-
neous polarization directions in many systems) [3,24–26]. The
simulation results show that in such a system the normal
ferroelectrics exhibit single hysteresis loops and butterfly-
shaped electrostrains while the relaxor ferroelectrics display
pinched hysteresis loops and recoverable electrostrains, which
are consistent with the experimental observations in some
relaxor systems [7–11]. The recoverability of the polarization
and electrostrain in relaxor ferroelectrics can be attributed
primarily to the large local electric fields along one of the
spontaneous polarization directions caused by the point de-
fects. These local electric fields could assist in nucleation
of domains with polarization along the same direction, and
thus the initial multidomain state could recover when the
applied external electric field is removed, which results in the
pinched polarization hysteresis loop and recoverable electros-
train. When the local electric field directions are not along the
spontaneous polarization directions, recoverable electrostrain
may not occur because nucleation of new domains would
be more difficult, which helps explain why recoverable elec-
trostrains appear in only some relaxor systems but not all
of them. This work sheds light on the origin of a pinched
hysteresis loop and large recoverable electrostrain in relaxor
ferroelectrics, and it may guide the design of relaxor ma-
terials with large recoverable electrostrains through defect
engineering.

II. PHASE-FIELD MODEL

We consider a perovskite-structured model ferroelec-
tric system doped with nonferroelectric heterovalent defects
which would not induce oxygen vacancies (e.g., donor
defects). The undoped model ferroelectric undergoes para-
electric cubic (C, Pm3̄m) to ferroelectric tetragonal (T, P4mm)
transition at its Curie temperature, and, as can be seen below,
most of its parameters either adopt or are modified from those

of BaTiO3. The point defects are assumed to be randomly
distributed in the system and thus local compositional het-
erogeneity naturally occurs. Although there are a few reports
on relaxors with multiple phases [10,17,27], for conventional
relaxors such as those in Pb1−xLax(Zr0.4Ti0.6)1−x/4O3 and
BaZrxTi1−xO3 systems, only one stable phase exists and the
point defects would not alter the local symmetry [28,29].
Thus, it is safe to assume in the current study that the point
defects would not alter the stable phase (i.e., the tetrago-
nal phase) of the ferroelectric system and the local crystal
symmetry. Therefore, the relaxors considered in the current
study are away from the interferroelectric phase boundary and
have relatively large polarization anisotropy. Similar to our
previous work [21], the effects of point defects doping are
only characterized by the local phase transition temperature
effect and the local electric field effect detailed below.

The nonferroelectric nature of point defects would lead to
decreases in Curie temperature with increasing local defect
concentration [30–32] (see the composition dependency of
the Landau coefficient α below). The heterovalent nature of
the point defects would lead to internal electric fields associ-
ated with the defect dipoles generated by point defects [33].
Assuming that the defect dipoles can only generate electric
fields locally, which is not a bad assumption since the electric
field generated by electric dipoles scales inversely with the
square of distance, then the magnitude of local electric fields
caused by defect dipoles can be assumed to increase with
increasing local concertation c. For simplicity, the magnitude
of the local electric field is approximated by λc, where λ is set
to be 200 kV/cm [22], i.e., |Elocal| = λc. On the other hand,
since the point defects are randomly distributed on preferred
sites of the crystal lattice [3], the directions of local electric
fields should also be randomly distributed. Different from
previous models where the directions of local electric fields
are assumed to be random along all directions [16,21,22], here
the directions of local electric fields are assumed to be random
along only the four spontaneous polarization directions: [01],
[10], [01̄], and [1̄0]. Such an assumption is based on the fact
that in doped ferroelectric systems, the local electric fields
induced by the point defects are usually aligned only along
some specific directions rather than along all directions, and
in many cases they are along the spontaneous polarization
directions [3,24–26]. Since the relaxors modeled in this work
contain a negligible amount of oxygen vacancies, the defects
are considered to be static with temperature changing in the
studied temperature range as well as under external electric
fields. Thus it is assumed that the magnitude and directions
of local electric fields do not change with temperature and
external electric fields in the studied temperature range and
external electric field range. Note that the nonferroelectric
heterovalent defects might also cause local strain fields, which
could also influence the property of the doped ferroelectric
systems [22,33]. However, in the current model, the effect of
the local strain fields on the shape of electrostrain is neglected
in order to focus on the effect of local electric fields, which
is believed to play a significant role in the formation and
properties of relaxors [33].

Figure 1(a) plots the distribution of local defect concentra-
tion (c) for samples with different c̄ as well as the volume
fraction of grid points with different c. Note that here the
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FIG. 1. Distribution of local defect concentration c (a1)–(a5), of magnitude of local electric fields Elocal (b1)–(b5), of directions of local
electric fields (c1)–(c5), and of local electric field vectors Elocal in the small region denoted by the red square at the bottom-left corner of
(c1)–(c5) and (d1)–(d5). The insets in (a1)–(a5) show the site fraction of grid points with different defect concentrations. The white pixels
in (c1) and (c2) represent areas without local electric fields. The length and directions of arrows in (d1)–(d5) represent the magnitude and
directions of Elocal, respectively.

possible diffuse interface between different regions with dif-
ferent defect concentrations is not considered. Figures 1(b)
and 1(c) show the distribution of local electric fields in each
system in terms of the magnitudes and directions, respectively.
As stated above, the magnitudes of the local electric fields
scale with c, and their directions are randomly distributed
along the four 〈10〉 directions. Figure 1(d) gives the distri-
bution of local electric fields at a small region in the system
denoted by the red square at the bottom-left corner of (c1)–
(c5).

In the phase-field simulations, the domain structure of a
ferroelectric system is described by the spatial distribution of
polarization P (P1, P2, P3) [34,35]. The total free energy of
the system Ftotal is composed of bulk chemical free energy,
gradient energy, the electrostatic energy, and the elastic en-
ergy, i.e.,F = ∫

V ( fbulk + fgradient + felectr + felastic )dV , where
V is the volume of the system, fbulk, fgradient, felectr, felastic

are the bulk chemical free energy density, the gradient energy

density, the electrostatic energy density, and the elastic energy
density, respectively. fbulk is described by a sixth-order Lan-
dau polynomial:
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where P is the magnitude of the polarization vector P, and
α, β1, β2, γ1, γ2, γ3 are the Landau coefficients. fgradient

is written as fgradient = 1
2 G11[

∑
i=1,2,3; j=1,2,3 (Pi, j )2], where

G11 is the gradient energy coefficient. felectr is calculated
by felectr = − 1

2 EiPi − Edep,iPi − Elocal,iPi − Eex,iPi, where Ei

denotes the inhomogeneous electric field due to the dipole-
dipole interactions, Edep,i is the depolarization electric field,
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Eex,i is the external electric field, Elocal,i is the local elec-
tric field. felastic is calculated by felastic = 1

2Ci jkl ei jekl =
1
2Ci jkl (εi j − ε0

i j )(εkl − ε0
kl ), where Ci jkl is the elastic con-

stants, and ei j , εi j , and ε0
i j are the elastic strain, total strain, and

spontaneous strain, respectively. The spontaneous strain ε0
i j is

related to the polarization P by ε0
i j = Qi jkl PkPl , where Qi jkl

is the electrostrictive coefficient. The electrostrictive coeffi-
cients and elastic constants are assumed to be compositionally
independent according to experimental results [36,37]. The
temporal evolution of the polarization field is obtained by
solving the time-dependent Landau-Ginzburg equation:

∂Pi(x, t )

∂t
= −M

δFtotal

δPi(x, t )
, i = 1, 2, 3, (2)

where M is the kinetic coefficient and t is the time.
For computational efficiency, we first carry out our

simulations in pseudo-two-dimensions (2D) with a cell
size of 512 × 512 × 1 grid points. The polarization
along the x3 direction is set to be zero at all grid
points. Periodic boundary conditions are applied
along all dimensions. The Landau coefficients of the
simulated system are modified from those of BaTiO3

[21,38]: α = 3.5 × 105(T/◦C − 120 + bc) C−2 m2 N,
β1 = −3.697 × 108 C−4 m6N, β2 = 1.625 × 108 C−4 m6 N,
γ1 = 8.294 × 109 C−6 m10 N, γ2 = 4.47 × 1010 C−6 m10 N,
γ3 = 6.91 × 1010 C−6 m10 N. In the current work, it is
assumed that adding 10% point defects would reduce the
Curie temperature by ∼30 ◦C and thus b is set to be 300.
Such a value of b is in a reasonable range according to
experimental results on different doped ferroelectric systems
[30–32]. It is assumed that temperature is uniform in the
sample, and the temperature effect on the domain structure
and thus the properties of the doped ferroelectric system are
characterized solely by the Landau coefficient α. Since the
relaxors considered in the current study are away from the
interferroelectric phase boundary and the energy barriers
among different ferroelectric phases are high, all the other
possible temperature effects, such as thermal stress, thermal
fluctuation, and thermal transport, can be safely neglected.
The electrostrictive coefficients and elastic constants
adopt those of BaTiO3 [39]: C11 = 1.78 × 1011 m−2 N,
C12 = 9.64 × 1010 m−2 N, C44 = 1.22 × 1011 m−2 N, Q11 =
0.1 C−1 m2, Q12 = −0.034 C−1 m2, and Q44 = 0.029 C−1 m2

(all in voigot notation). The 90◦ domain wall energy is
assumed to be 0.01 J/m2 [40], which yields a length scale of
5 nm.

The heat capacity (cp) of each sample is calculated by cp =
−T ( ∂2F

∂T 2 ). The polarization (P) -electric field (E ) and strain
(S) -E loops are obtained by measuring the polarization
and strain of the sample during the process of applying
and removing external electric fields. The zero-field-cooling
(ZFC) curves of each composition are calculated by measur-
ing the polarization of the sample during the field heating
process, which follows the zero-field-cooling process. The
field-cooling (FC) curves are calculated by measuring the
polarization during the field heating process, which follows
the field cooling process. The external electric field applied
during the field heating/field cooling process is a small field
with magnitude ∼6.5 kV/cm. The dielectric permittivity is

FIG. 2. Phase diagram of the doped ferroelectric system studied
in this work.

calculated by recording the polarization change of the system
under a small ac external electric field during multiple cycles.

III. RESULTS

A. Phase diagram of the doped ferroelectric systems

Figure 2 shows the phase diagram of the doped ferro-
electric system studied in this work. In the phase diagram,
the paraelectric-ferroelectric transition temperature (TC) is
determined by the peak temperature on the heat capacity
(cp) -temperature (T ) curve [41], and the freezing tempera-
ture (Tf ) is determined by the peak temperature on the ZFC
curve [41]. The freezing temperature denotes the temperature
at which the nanodomains in relaxors become frozen [42].
Note that the normal ferroelectrics and relaxor ferroelectrics
are distinguished by the obvious peak at cp-T curves of
normal ferroelectrics indicating sharp ferroelectric transitions
and no obvious peaks of relaxor ferroelectrics suggesting
sluggish transitions. It is illustrated in Fig. 2 that at c̄ <

0.3, normal ferroelectric transition occurs, while at c̄ � 0.3,
relaxor ferroelectric transition occurs, which is consistent
with their characteristics of domain structure evolution [41].
Also, the frequency dispersion of dielectric permittivity has
also been obtained by the current phase-field model [41].
The simulated phase diagram given in Fig. 2 is consistent
with the experimental phase diagram for a number of re-
laxor systems, such as Pb(1−x)Lax(Zr0.4Ti0.6)(1−x/4)O3 [32]
and BaZrxTi1−xO3 systems [43], consisting of a paraelectric
field, a normal ferroelectric field, and a relaxor field.

B. Polarization-electric field (P-E) loops and strain-electric field
(S-E) loops of relaxor ferroelectrics at different temperatures

The simulated P-E and S-E loops of c̄ = 0.5 relaxor at
different temperatures are given in Fig. 3(a1) and 3(b1) [41].
It is seen that at all three temperatures, the P-E loops are
pinched and the S-E loops are recoverable, which are qualita-
tively different from those predicted in previous work [21,23].
Also note that here the pinched P-E loops are obtained under
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FIG. 3. (a1), (b1) The simulated P-E loops and S-E loops for
c̄ = 0.5 relaxor at different temperatures. (a2), (b2) The experimental
measured P-E loops and S-E loops for PLZT 8/65/35 at different
temperatures [44].

no mechanical loading. Although the phase-field simulation
work performed by Yang et al. also predicts a similar pinched
P-E loop, it was obtained under mechanical loading [22].
With decreasing temperature, the polarization and electros-
train increase and so does the hysteresis [41]. Figures 3(a2)
and 3(b2) plot the experimentally measured P-E and S-E
loops of (Pb0.92La0.08)(Zr0.65Ti0.35)0.98O3 (PLZT 8/65/35) at
three different temperatures [44], which clearly demonstrates
that the simulated P-E loops and S-E loops qualitatively agree
with the experimentally measured ones. Similar experimental
results have been reported in a number of other doped fer-
roelectric systems such as [(1)–x]BaTiO3−xBi(Zn1/2Ti1/2)O3

[45] and [(1)–x](Bi0.5Na0.5)TiO3−xSrTiO3 [46].
Note that the pinched P-E loops and recoverable S-E loops

shown above in Fig. 3 are qualitatively different from the
“slim” P-E and S-E loops of relaxor ferroelectrics obtained
in Ref. [21]. First, the slim P-E loop is not pinched. To better
illustrate this, Fig. 4 shows the variation of the slopes of P-E

FIG. 4. (a1), (a2) The slope of P-E and S-E loops for the slim
P-E and S-E loops. J is the slope of the P-E loop and strain* is the
slope of the S-E loop. (b1), (b2) The slope of P-E and S-E loops for
the pinched P-E loops and recoverable S-E loops.

FIG. 5. The domain structure evolution upon applying and re-
moving external electric field for both normal ferroelectric (c̄ = 0.1,
T = 20 ◦C) and relaxor ferroelectric (c̄ = 0.5, T = −140 ◦C). The
external electric field is along the [10] direction.

and S-E loops with external electric fields for a slim P-E
loop and an S-E loop obtained in Ref. [21] as well as for a
pinched P-E loop and a recoverable S-E loop given above
[41]. It is demonstrated that for the pinched P-E loop, the
slope approaches zero at zero external electric field, while for
the slim P-E loop it becomes maximum. Second, the origins
of the small remnant polarization and the small remnant strain
for the two cases are different. For the slim P-E and S-E
loops of relaxors obtained in Ref. [21], the system is more
in the hysteresis-free paraelectric state with a small portion
of embedded hysteretic ferroelectric domains, and the recov-
erability of polarization and strain is mostly caused by the
paraelectric phase [41]. On the other hand, for the pinched
P-E loop and the recoverable electrostrain obtained in this
work, the system is in a ferroelectric nanodomain state with a
negligible portion of paraelectric phase, and the recoverability
of polarization and strain is caused by the recoverable ferro-
electric nanodomains, which will be discussed in detail below.

IV. DISCUSSIONS

A. Origin of pinched hysteresis loops and recoverable
electrostrains in relaxor ferroelectrics

To investigate the origin of the recoverability of polariza-
tion and electrostrain of relaxor compositions as shown in
Fig. 4, the evolutions of domain structure upon application
and removal of an external electric field for both normal
ferroelectrics (c̄ = 0.1, T = 20 ◦C) and relaxor ferroelectrics
(c̄ = 0.5, T = −140 ◦C) are shown in Fig. 5, together with
their strain-electric-field loops. It indicates that for normal
ferroelectrics (c̄ = 0.1, T = 20 ◦C), the external electric field
transforms from the initial multidomain state [Fig. 5(b1)] to
the single-domain state [Fig. 5(b3)] under an applied electric
field. Upon removal of the electric field, the single-domain
state is largely maintained, except at some local regions new
domains appear [Fig. 5(b6)]. On the other hand, for relaxor
ferroelectrics (c̄ = 0.5, T = −140 ◦C), with the application
of an electric field, the nanodomains with the polarization
direction in the field direction gradually grow at the expense of
nanodomains with their polarization direction not in the field
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FIG. 6. The relationship between the recoverability of electrostrain and the magnitudes/directions of local electric fields. (a1), (b1) The
domain structure at point VI in the electrostrains shown in Fig. 5 for normal ferroelectric (c̄ = 0.1, T = 20 ◦C) and relaxor (c̄ = 0.5, T =
−140 ◦C). (a2), (b2) The distribution of domains with polarization directions along [01̄] (which is called “these new domains” below) extracted
from (a1) and (b1). (a3), (b3) The positions where local electric fields are along the [01̄] direction as well as the positions of these new domains.
(a4), (b4) The magnitude of local electric fields at these new domains. (a5), (b5) The number of grid points with different magnitudes of local
electric fields at these new domains. (a6), (b6) The volume fraction of grid points with different directions of local electric fields at these new
domains.

direction, and, at a large enough field, a nearly single-domain
state [Fig. 5(d3)] is induced. Upon removing the electric field,
new domains with other directions gradually nucleate and
grow, and at zero field the initial multidomain state almost
recovers completely [Fig. 5(d6)].

To understand why the initial domain structures and thus
the polarizations and electrostrains could recover for the re-
laxor ferroelectrics but not for the normal ferroelectrics as
shown in Fig. 5, more analysis is performed. Figures 6(a2)
and 6(b2) plot the positions of domains with their polariza-
tions along the [01̄] direction (which will be referred to as
“these new domains” hereinafter; note that other new domains
with polarizations along the [10] and [1̄0] directions should
demonstrate a similar tendency), which are extracted from the
domain structures at point VI in Fig. 5 for normal ferroelectric
(c̄ = 0.1, T = 20 ◦C) and relaxor (c̄ = 0.5, T = −140 ◦C)
[which is given in Figs. 6(a1) and 6(b1)], respectively.
Figures 6(a3) and 6(b3) show the position where the local
electric fields are along the [01̄] direction as well as the posi-
tions of these new domains. It is illustrated that most of these
new domains are with local electric fields along the [01̄] direc-
tion, which is further evidenced by the site fraction of the grid
points with different directions from the local electric fields

for these new domains given in Figs. 6(a6) and 6(b6). On
the other hand, Figs. 6(a4) and 6(b4) display the magnitudes
of the local electric fields at these new domains. To better
illustrate the tendency, Figs. 6(a5) and 6(b5) plot the number
of grid points with different magnitudes of the local electric
fields at these new domains. They indicate that most of these
new domains are at the positions with relatively large local
electric fields (>30 kV/cm). Thus, it can be concluded that
large local electric fields along the direction of spontaneous
polarizations can assist in the nucleation of new domains
and thus help recover the initial polarization and strain. For
relaxors, as the local electric fields at most positions are large
(>30 kV/cm), nucleation of domains along the local field
direction becomes easy and thus the initial domain structure
and polarization/strain could be recovered. On the other hand,
nucleation of new domains could only occur at limited local
regions for normal ferroelectrics because the local electric
fields are not large enough at most positions.

B. Effects of the directions of local electric fields on the
recoverability of polarization and electrostrain

To further demonstrate that the local electric fields along
the directions of spontaneous polarizations assist in the
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FIG. 7. Effect of directions of local electric fields on the recov-
erability of polarizations and electrostrains for relaxor ferroelectric
(c̄ = 0.5, T = −140 ◦C). (a) Polarization hysteresis loops of the
three systems with different directions of local electric fields.
(b) Electrostrains of the three systems. (c)–(h) Initial domain struc-
ture and the domain structure at zero external field upon removal of
external electric field for the three systems.

nucleation of new domains and thus the recovery of polar-
izations and electrostrains, two control systems, A and B, are
studied in which the magnitude of local electric fields is kept
the same as that of the studied system, but the directions are
different. In system A, the directions of the local electric fields
are along the 〈11〉 directions. In system B, the directions of
the local electric field are in all directions. Figures 7(a) and
7(b) give the polarization hysteresis loops and electrostrains
of these two control systems along with those of the system
studied above, in which the directions of the local electric
fields are along the 〈10〉 directions. The results show that for
both control systems, the recoverability of polarization and
electrostrain becomes less obvious than that for the system
studied above [41]. Figures 7(c)–7(h) give the initial domain
structures before applying the external electric fields and the
domain structures at zero electric field upon removal of exter-
nal fields for the three systems, which clearly indicate that the
domain structure does not recover to itself for the two control
systems (systems A and B). This is because the directions of
the spontaneous polarization in the doped ferroelectric system
(T ferroelectric phase) are along the 〈10〉 directions. Under
local electric fields with [01], [10], [01̄], and [1̄0] directions,
the new T domains are easier to nucleate. Therefore, when the
local electric fields are in the same directions as those of the
spontaneous polarizations, recoverable electrostrain could be
easily obtained.

C. Implications for designing relaxor ferroelectrics
with large recoverable electrostrain

Note that the studied doped ferroelectric system is a model
system, thus the analysis and conclusions present in this work
should be applicable qualitatively to a group of relaxors that
are away from the interferroelectric phase boundary. To fur-
ther demonstrate this, another two cases with different Landau
parameters are simulated. One is changing the parameter b

to be 700, and the other is using an eighth-order Landau
polynomial rather than a sixth-order one [Eq. (1)]. Pinched
P-E loops and recoverable S-E loops are obtained in both
cases as long as the directions of local electric fields caused by
defect dipoles are set to be along the spontaneous polarization
directions [41].

The above simulation results indicate that the recover-
ability of electrostrain of relaxor ferroelectrics originates
from the large local electric fields along the spontaneous
polarization directions, which can facilitate the nucleation
of new polarization domains as the external electric field
is decreasing. Such results could explain why a pinched
hysteresis loop and recoverable electrostrain are frequently
reported in heterovalent-doping-induced relaxors [7–11], but
not found in isovalent-doping-induced relaxor systems such
as BaZr0.3Ti0.7O3 [13] and Ba1−xSrxSnyTi1−yO3 relaxors
[14]. This is because, in heterovalent-doping ferroelectric
systems, the magnitudes of the local electric fields are
stronger than those in isovalent-doping ferroelectric sys-
tems because of the charge mismatch in the former. In
addition, it could help to explain why pinched polarization
hysteresis loops and thus recoverable electrostrains are ex-
perimentally found in LaxPb1−x(Zr0.65Ti0.35)1−x/4O3 relaxors
[11,44,47], but not observed in LaxPb1−x(Zr0.4Ti0.6)1−x/4O3

relaxors [48], although both systems are heterovalent-doping
relaxor systems. This is because, in PbZr0.4Ti0.6O3 ferro-
electric, the directions of spontaneous polarization (T phase)
are along the 〈100〉 directions, while in PbZr0.65Ti0.35O3

ferroelectrics, the directions of spontaneous polarization (R
phase) are along the 〈111〉 directions [49]. On the other
hand, the directions of local electric fields caused by La
doping in a LaxPb1−x(ZryTi1−y)1−x/4O3 system are close
to the 〈111〉 directions [24,50], thus recoverable electros-
train is easier to achieve in LaxPb1−x(Zr0.65Ti0.35)1−x/4O3

relaxors.
Therefore, to achieve large recoverable electrostrain, it is

essential to carefully choose the type of point defects doped
into ferroelectric systems. It is better that the point defects can
lead to strong local electric fields aligned in the directions of
spontaneous polarizations in the ferroelectric system, i.e., the
defect dipole should be along the bulk spontaneous polariza-
tion directions [50]. This work thus demonstrates that defect
dipole engineering could be an effective way to obtain large
recoverable electrostrain in relaxors.

D. 3D simulation results

The above results are obtained in 2D simulations. Figure 8
shows the result from a 3D simulation of a relaxor sample
(c̄ = 0.5, T = −140 ◦C) where the directions of local electric
fields caused by point defects are along the six spontaneous
polarization directions of the tetragonal ferroelectric phase
(i.e., [100], [010], [001], [1̄00], [01̄0], and [001̄]). The pinched
polarization hysteresis loop and recoverable electrostrain are
clearly demonstrated [Fig. 8(a)]. Figures 8(b1) and 8(b2)
show the domain structures of the relaxor before applying an
external electric field and after removing the external fields,
respectively. It is readily seen that the domain structure could
almost fully recover to the initial state because of the strong
local electric fields in spontaneous polarization directions.
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FIG. 8. (a) P-E loop and S-E loop of a relaxor sample in 3D
(c̄ = 0.5, T = −140 ◦C). (b1) Initial domain structure before apply-
ing external electric fields. (b2) The domain structure at zero field
after removing external fields.

Thus, the results and conclusions obtained in 2D and 3D
simulations are consistent.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have systematically investigated the polarization hys-
teresis loops and electrostrains of both normal ferroelectrics
and relaxor ferroelectrics of doped ferroelectric systems by
using phase-field simulations. In the phase-field model, we
consider both local electric fields and local phase-transition
temperature variations induced by the local compositional
heterogeneity. Different from previous models in which the
directions of local electric fields are randomly distributed
along all directions, the directions of the local electric fields

are randomly distributed only along the spontaneous polar-
ization directions of the system. We found that the normal
ferroelectrics exhibit a single polarization hysteresis loop
and butterfly-shaped electrostrain, while the relaxor ferro-
electrics exhibit a pinched hysteresis loop and recoverable
electrostrain, which is consistent with reports in some doped
ferroelectric systems. The recoverability of polarization and
electrostrain in the relaxor ferroelectrics has been ascribed to
the large local electric fields caused by point defects, which
could assist in nucleation of new domains with polarization
directions along the spontaneous polarization directions and
thus could help recover the initial multidomain state, polar-
ization, and electrostrain. We also found that if the directions
of the local electric fields are not along the spontaneous po-
larization directions, the recoverability of electrostrain would
be greatly inhibited. This work unravels the origin of large re-
coverable electrostrains found in many relaxor ferroelectrics.
It could guide the design of relaxor ferroelectric materials with
large recoverable electrostrains.
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